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Summary

A method for flexible fitting of molecular models into

three-dimensional electron microscopy (3D-EM) re-
constructions at a resolution range of 8–12 Å is pro-

posed. The approach uses the evolutionarily related
structural variability existing among the protein do-

mains of a given superfamily, according to structural
databases such as CATH. A structural alignment of do-

mains belonging to the superfamily, followed by a prin-
cipal components analysis, is performed, and the first

three principal components of the decomposition are
explored. Using rigid body transformations for the

secondary structure elements (SSEs) plus the cyclic
coordinate descent algorithm to close the loops, ster-

eochemically correct models are built for the structure
to fit. All of the models are fitted into the 3D-EM map,

and the best one is selected based on crosscorrelation

measures. This work applies the method to both simu-
lated and experimental data and shows that the flexi-

ble fitting was able to produce better results than rigid
body fitting.

Introduction

Three-dimensional electron microscopy (3D-EM) is an
experimental approach able to obtain structural infor-
mation of large macromolecular structures, producing
electron density maps within a typical resolution range
between almost atomic resolution and 3 nm. Clearly,
that level of resolution is not high enough to directly ac-
cess atomic information. However, it may provide the
correct framework to integrate this medium-resolution
information with atomic information from X-ray diffrac-
tion or NMR, leading to the construction of so-called hy-
brid models (Baumeister and Steven, 2000). Typically,
atomic resolution data on subcomplex structures are fit-
ted into the 3D-EM map by exploring all possible rota-
tions and translations. The fitting problem has been
treated both manually and computationally in the past
years. In the manual approach, the researcher employs
visualization programs such as O (Jones et al., 1991),
VMD (Humphrey et al., 1996), or Chimera (Pettersen
*Correspondence: carazo@cnb.uam.es
et al., 2004) and moves the atomic resolution structure
in the 3D-EM map until he/she is satisfied with the re-
sults. On the other hand, most computational ap-
proaches are based on finding the orientation of the
high-resolution structure in the 3D-EM map by maximiz-
ing a measure of fitness. The most popular measures of
fitness are the crosscorrelation coefficient (CCC) used
by COAN (Volkmann and Hanein, 1999), SITUS-COL-
ORES (Chacon and Wriggers, 2002), and FOLDHUNTER
(Jiang et al., 2001) and its variants: the local crosscorre-
lation coefficient (LCCC) used by EMfit (Rossmann,
2000) and the rotational correlation function used by
FRM (Kovacs et al., 2003).

A relatively common situation in fitting is that none of
the domains of the structure contained in the 3D-EM
map has been solved by X-ray crystallography, but
some related structures have. It is also possible that
the structure solved by X-ray it is not exactly in the
same conformation in the crystal as in the map, due to
its flexibility. Some methodologies have been devel-
oped to address this problem of flexible fitting, allowing
a modification of the structure to fit in order to increase
the measure of fitness. They can be divided into two
groups, according to the theoretical framework that
they employ to perform the deformation of the high-res-
olution structure: physical principles or biological/evo-
lutionary relationships.

The methods of the first group simulate the dynamics
of the structure or assume a certain energy landscape.
For example, Wriggers and Birmanns (2001) describe
a method based on molecular dynamics (MD). Vector
quantization of the 3D-EM map and the high-resolution
structure is performed separately, and the matching
vectors are paired. These pairs lead to a series of dis-
tance restrictions that the modified high-resolution
structure must satisfy. By MD simulation, the initial con-
formation of the structure is modified to meet the restric-
tions as much as possible. Another approach, NMFF-EM
(Tama et al., 2004), is based on normal modes analy-
sis (NMA) of the structure to fit. The basic assumption
is that the energy landscape of the protein is a square
function near the energy minimum, and the total energy
of the system is expressed in terms of the Hessian ma-
trix. The eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the Hessian
matrix allow the total energy to be computed as a set
of independent harmonic oscillators, and they provide
an efficient method by which to explore the system dy-
namics. The combination of eigenvectors with the high-
est crosscorrelation is selected. However, this method
can lead to nonrealistic deformations (distances among
secondary structure elements [SSEs], loop conforma-
tions, bond lengths, or torsion angles) of the modeled
protein domain. To correct bond lengths and torsion an-
gles, a final step of energy relaxation is proposed. Yet
another approach to flexible fitting based on physics,
termed real-space refinement, is given by Chen et al.
(2003). The method simultaneously optimizes the fit of
the atomic model and the stereochemical properties
by minimizing an energy function. The protein domains
are treated as rigid units, linked to each other by flexible
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Figure 1. Workflow Schema

(A) Workflow of the methodology proposed for flexible fitting in 3D-EM guided by the structural variability of protein superfamilies.

(B) Workflow of the procedure followed to test the methodology proposed with simulated data.
polypeptides. Recently, in work by Fabiola and Chap-
man (2005), an improved version of the methodology is
described along with a wide review of the field.

However, common to all of the methods based on
physical principles is that the evolutionary conforma-
tional constraints on the protein structure are not explic-
itly taken into account. This information is used by the
second group of methods. One way of taking into ac-
count biological/evolutionary constraints is to use ho-
mology modeling, as it is done by Topf et al. (2005,
2006), in which a model for the structure present in the
3D-EM map is obtained from a related structure with
enough sequence identity.

There is another clear division between the methods,
which emerges from the way they use the 3D-EM map. In
one type of method, the map is used as a guide to de-
form the high-resolution structure, and the fit is directed
toward the satisfaction of the electron density as much
as possible. This is the case for work done by Wriggers
and Birmanns (2001) and Tama et al. (2004). In the other
type of method, the map does not exclusively guide the
deformation, but it is used as a selection tool for the best
model. This is the case for work done by Chen et al.
(2003) and Topf et al. (2005, 2006).

In this work, an alternative method for flexible fitting is
proposed, starting from a biological/evolutionary view-
point and using the map to confirm the proposed defor-
mations. The main assumption here is that another way
of taking evolutionary conformational constraints into
account would be to study the ‘‘natural’’ variability found
among structures that are evolutionary related, and then
perform the fitting so that it conforms with this natural
variability. Indeed, structural databases such as CATH
(Orengo et al., 2003) and SCOP (Murzin et al., 1995) al-
ready provide a compendium of evolutionary related
structures from which this ‘‘natural’’ variability can be
derived and used to model the protein flexibility. It is ac-
knowledged that this would not be necessary if we knew
all of the conformations that a protein sequence can
adopt, but this is not possible at the moment.

A workflow of the methodology is shown in Figure 1A,
and a short description follows. First of all, as the data-
bases are defined in terms of protein domains, the
atomic structure of the protein to fit needs to be split
into its domains, and all of the following steps need to
be applied to each one of them.

In step 0, the variability within the structural superfam-
ily is encoded and summarized. We assume that the su-
perfamily corresponding to the domain present in the
3D-EM map is known, either by sequence comparison
or by using rigid body fitting (Velazquez-Muriel et al.,
2005). Our method decomposes the variational space
of conformations of the superfamily into its principal
components by using singular value decomposition
(SVD), and the linear combination of the three first com-
ponents is used to represent this variational space.
In this way, it is guaranteed that the deformations ap-
plied to the domain to fit are biologically/evolutionarily
meaningful.

In step 1, deformed models of the domain are gener-
ated according to the conformations observed for other
domains of its structural superfamily. We apply the de-
formations so that they are also stereochemically cor-
rect, moving the SSEs as rigid bodies and closing the
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open loops with the cyclic coordinate descent (CCD) al-
gorithm (Canutescu and Dunbrack, 2003). A final step of
energy minimization with Refmac (Murshudov et al.,
1999) is added to solve minor incoherencies or recon-
nect loops not properly closed with CCD.

In step 2, all of the deformed models are fitted into the
3D-EM map by using the rigid body fitting program
COLORES (Chacon and Wriggers, 2002).

Step 3 involves the selection of the best-fitted model,
and it is based on local crosscorrelation measures.
Given that COLORES always provides a value of 1.0
for the best rotation and translation for each rigid body
fitting, we developed a new, to our knowledge, normal-
ized LCCC that is able to rank the results for different
models.

The methodology rests on the assumption that super-
families are going to be large, or at least cover the intrin-
sic flexibility of the fold. If this is not the case, the follow-
ing situations may appear: (a) when the number of
known elements is small, they may not be representative
of this fold diversity; (b) even when the number of ele-
ments is large, they may be very similar. Then, little var-
iational information is available, and small changes from
the initial structure are expected. The model with defor-
mation coefficients of (0,0,0) or one with coefficients
close to it will be the selected structure, and the flexible
fitting will be equivalent to the rigid fitting. Situations (a)
and (b) will be less important as more data coming from
Structural Genomics initiatives are obtained. Other situ-
ations include: (c) if the variational information is not ad-
equately captured by the three first factors of the SVD,
the models produced would not cover the entire flexibil-
ity of the fold; (d) if the initial structure to fit is not close
enough to the actual one present in the 3D-EM map,
a satisfactory deformation would be difficult to find. In-
stead of requiring such a large conformational change,
a better approach is to start from a structure closer to
the solution.

After applying the proposed methodology to both
simulated and experimental data, we have found that it
is possible to refine the rigid body fitting of a given pro-
tein structure by exploring deformations in those places
and directions indicated by the variability found in the
superfamilies of its domains. In our mathematical descrip-
tion, this is equivalent to the variation along the directions
of the components found in the SVD. For simulated data
at a resolution of 8 Å, we have obtained improved fitting
for all types of protein domains (all a, all b, and mixed
ab), reducing the rmsd for those structures, which are in-
deed similar to experimental structures present in the
3D-EM maps. For the experimental data of elongation
factor G at 12 Å resolution, the flexible fitting produced
a final deformed structure that was compared with an
expert solution and the rigid fitting, showing that the
flexible fitting was able to produce improved results.

Results

Simulation Part
The initial assessment of the method was done with sim-
ulated experiments. They provide a well-defined test
system that could be followed in detail. The experiment
accounted for the flexible fitting of a member of a given
superfamily into the simulated medium-resolution (reso-
lution, 8 Å; sampling rate, 2 Å/voxel) map generated by
another member (target domain) of the same superfam-
ily. This test covers the difficult case that occurs when
the actual structure present in the map is not solved,
but we know a structural relative. It was repeated for
18 cases, with all types of protein domains: all a, all b,
and mixed ab. A variable number of members of the su-
perfamily, between 17 and 55, was used in each study to
build the initial structural alignment. A workflow detail-
ing all of the tasks performed for each case is presented
in Figure 1B, and the complete results are shown in
Table 1.

The First Three Singular Values of the
SVD Describe at Least 50% of the

Structural Variability of a Superfamily
For all of the cases so far studied, the first three singular
values of the SVD describe between 50% and 96% of the
structural variability of the backbone atoms of the su-
perfamily elements (columns 6 and 7) regardless of the
structural type. This is in accordance with work by
Qian et al. (2004), in which the lower limit of variability
described is raised to 65%. Our singular value spectra
(Figure 2A) show clear drops of the singular values after
the first one, followed by a transition zone between the
third and fifth ones and a final soft decrease. The num-
ber of elements employed seems to be less important
than the conformational space that they cover, as there
are no significant differences between the spectrums
built with less and with more than 30 elements. It is clear,
however, that the actual limits of encoding will be super-
family dependant.

The Model-Generation Step Is Able to Produce

Structures Closer to the Solution Than
the Initial Domain

The question to answer was whether the set of all gener-
ated deformed models to fit contained structures that
indeed were closer to the target domain than the unde-
formed domain; in other words, if the domain was de-
formed in a logical and productive manner. The way to
answer the question was to ‘‘fit’’ all of the domains (de-
formed and undeformed) to the target domain by using
MAMMOTH, and to compare the rmsds (Figure 1B). If
no success was observed in the first trial with the auto-
matically chosen values for the deformation coefficients
(l1, l2, l3), a second trial with manually set values was
performed.

The results show that our automatic procedure of flex-
ible model generation was able to produce a model with
a lower rmsd to the target domain in 14 out of the 18
cases (compare the reduction of rmsd between columns
8 and 9). When we allowed for manually setting the range
of variation for (l1, l2, l3), we increased the number of
successful cases from 14 to 17, obtaining a final rate
of success of 94%. Only for domain 1h8pA1 were we un-
able to find a model with an rmsd lower than the rigid do-
main alignment. As can be seen in Table 1, the values of
both the rmsd and the LCCCt coefficient (defined in the
theory section) are reported. At this stage of the presen-
tation of the work, only the rmsds have been considered.
However, the LCCCt will be fundamental for the presen-
tations of the two next steps.
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Table 1. Results of the Flexible Fitting Experiments with Simulated 3D-EM Maps at 8 Å

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Domain

to Fit

Target

Domain %Id Superfamily Type #Str %Cov

Alignment of

Initial (Rigid) Domain

with MAMMOTH

Best-Aligned

(Deformed) Model

with MAMMOTH

LCCCt Rmsd LCCCt

1cqmA0 1gh8A0 23.6 3.30.70.60 ab 33 64 0.22 3.89 0.22

1di6A0 1g8rB1 13.5 3.40.980.10 ab 40 50 0.25 3.66 0.29

1dvbA2 1brfA0 27.4 2.20.28.10 b 45 90 0.37 3.34 0.29

1gnlA3 1mjgD1 5.4 3.40.50.2030 ab 43 72 0.44 3.55 0.39

1io0A0 1d0bA0 16.9 3.80.10.10 ab 38 55 0.20 3.81 0.28

1khxA0 1mr1A0 44.6 2.60.200.10 b 18 56 0.52 2.78 0.56

1lvk01 1br2A1 20.0 2.30.30.70 b 31 62 0.35 3.71 0.28

1mmg03 2mysA3 26.4 1.10.162.10 a 39 63 0.66 2.13 0.63

1jlxA1 1a8d02 16.1 2.80.10.50 b 20 61 0.24 3.90 0.25

1n1bA1 1hx9A1 31.7 1.50.30.10 a 20 79 0.33 2.75 0.35

1oa1A2 1gn9B1 15.0 1.20.1270.20 a 26 66 0.73 2.78 0.52

1tdx02 1on2A2 24.3 1.10.60.10 a 42 89 0.42 3.01 0.43

1v54A0 1ehkA0 22.6 1.20.210.10 a 23 76 0.42 3.51 0.45

1vdeA2 1mowD1 4.7 3.10.28.10 ab 17 65 0.37 3.69 0.38

1wdcB2 1cll02 30.0 1.10.238.10 a 20 86 0.30 3.68 0.41

2rdvB0 1dvbA2 22.6 2.20.28.10 b 55 73 0.33 3.42 0.30

1h8pA1 1cxwA0 23.3 2.10.10.10 b 22 96 0.70 2.63 0.63

1mqoA0 1e5dB2 18.0 3.60.15.10 ab 43 73 0.41 4.77 0.33

Each row contains results for one experiment. Meaning of the columns: Domain to Fit, CATH code of the domain fitted; Target Domain, CATH

code of the domain that generated the simulated map; %Id, percentage of sequence identity between the two domains; Superfamily, CATH code

of the protein superfamily of every domain; Type, protein type of the domains (a, all a; b, all b; ab, mixed ab); #Str., number of structures used to

analyze the superfamily variability; %Cov, percentage of superfamily variability contained in the first three singular values of the SVD; LCCCt,

total local crosscorrelation coefficient, as described in the text; Rmsd, root-mean-square distance between the fitted domain and the target do-

main, computed for the backbone atoms of the aligned amino acids; l1, l2, l3, deformation coefficients for the selected model in the flexible

fitting; Improve?, ‘‘yes’’ if the rmsd of the flexible fitting model is better than the rmsd of the rigid fitting.
The Fitting of a Deformed Model Produces Better

Results Than the Fitting of the Initial, or Rigid, Model
It is a fact that in an experimental situation we will not
have the atomic coordinates of the target domain, only
the 3D-EM map. Therefore, algorithms based on amino
acid alignments such as MAMMOTH cannot be used
for the fitting. Instead, we have used the algorithm in
COLORES to achieve the fitting. It is in this context
that we can define the question underlying step 2 as to
how much the fitting with COLORES deviates from the
fitting that would have been obtained if the atomic coor-
dinates had been used.

We have fit the 8 Å resolution filtered maps of all do-
mains (deformed and undeformed) into the map of the
target domain and compared the rmsds (Figure 1B).
For completeness, both the LCCCt and the rmsd are pre-
sented (columns 10 and 11). The comparison of the
rmsds between columns 10 and 11 makes clear that in
all of the 17 cases for which good deformed models
could be constructed there is always a deformed model
with lower rmsd to the target domain than the rigid body
fitting.

LCCCt Allows for the Selection of a Deformed Model

Better Than the Initial, or Rigid, Domain
In an experimental case, the rmsd will not be a valid
measure of goodness, and so the best-fitted deformed
model has to be selected according to other criteria. It
is for this selection task that we have developed a nor-
malized LCCCt coefficient (6) that allows us to rank the
fitting of the deformed domains. The definition of LCCCt

follows the same rationale as the one behind COLORES
(i.e., the use of both density and border information), and
the ‘‘best’’ deformed domain is selected on the basis of
the maximization of LCCCt. The results for each of the 18
test cases are presented in column 12. We also provide
the values for the deformation coefficients (l1, l2, l3)
that lead to the best fitting. Together with the previous
results, these data allowed us to extract the following
conclusions:

1. It is quite clear that the LCCCt has a worse dis-
criminatory power than the rmsd; thus, the rmsds
in column 12 are, in almost all cases, higher than
those in column 11. The best-fitted model accord-
ing to the rmsd is also the one with the highest
LCCCt value in only two cases (1gnlA3, 1mmg03).

2. The rmsds in column 12 are, in most cases (14 out
of 18), lower than those in column 10. In other
words, in the majority of cases, LCCCt is still capa-
ble of selecting a deformed model with a better
structural fit to the target domain than the under-
formed domain.

3. The entire procedure of flexible fitting is able to se-
lect ‘‘correct’’ models in cases in which the rigid
fitting failed, and, thus, it is able to improve the
rmsd. To define ‘‘correct,’’ we assume that the
alignment done with MAMMOTH is perfect and
its rmsd values are the best attainable; we further
consider that a fitting done with COLORES is ‘‘cor-
rect’’ if the difference in rmsd with the MAMMOTH
results is 2 Å or lower. The visual inspection and
the comparison of rmsds for rigid body fitting
and MAMMOTH alignment (columns 8 and 10) re-
veals that 11 out of the 18 (61%) rigid body fittings
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Table 1. (continued)

10 11 12

Rigid Body Fitting

with COLORES

Best Fitting of a

(Deformed) Model with

COLORES and the Rmsd

Selected Fitting of a

(Deformed) Model with

COLORES and the LCCCt

Rmsd LCCCt Rmsd LCCCt Rmsd LCCCt Rmsd l1 l2 l3 Improve?

3.46 0.26 7.75 0.24 4.04 0.30 6.50 20.138 20.062 0.060 yes

3.18 0.26 7.06 0.27 3.51 0.32 4.36 20.054 20.339 0.142 yes

2.58 0.32 10.6 0.35 3.57 0.40 3.81 20.001 0.050 0.276 yes

3.51 0.32 19.1 0.32 9.97 0.32 9.97 0.05 0.05 20.05 yes

3.26 0.26 27.8 0.18 5.92 0.30 27.7 20.001 0.206 0.193 yes

2.34 0.55 2.89 0.57 2.35 0.57 2.58 0.232 0.111 20.026 yes

3.23 0.49 4.60 0.33 3.83 0.44 5.27 20.015 0.245 0.136 no

2.12 0.68 2.18 0.62 2.15 0.68 2.15 0.156 0.404 20.130 yes

3.72 0.22 13.6 0.30 4.50 0.30 4.63 0.00 20.10 0.10 yes

2.50 0.32 2.82 0.35 2.54 0.38 2.59 20.260 0.406 0.289 yes

2.17 0.50 24.2 0.47 23.4 0.52 24.4 20.066 0.129 0.010 no

2.74 0.47 3.10 0.47 2.74 0.52 3.18 20.100 0.280 0.410 no

2.63 0.44 3.72 0.46 3.28 0.46 3.31 0.317 20.180 20.124 yes

3.41 0.46 4.08 0.44 3.77 0.48 4.07 20.140 0.480 20.390 yes

3.40 0.35 4.99 0.41 4.28 0.41 4.35 0.199 20.299 20.046 yes

3.20 0.39 4.01 0.37 3.87 0.42 4.03 20.097 0.148 20.046 no

2.71 0.69 3.03 — — — — — — — —

4.14 0.45 4.89 0.37 3.97 0.46 4.62 0.00 0.00 20.20 yes
are correct, and 7 domains (1cqmA0, 1di6A0,
1dvbA2, 1gnlA3, 1io0A0, 1jlxA1, 1oa1A2) are mis-
placed. However, the number of correct deformed
models selected according to LCCCt (column 12)
is 13 out of 18 (73%). Furthermore, the rmsd value
is lower than for the rigid fitting (column 10) in 13
out of 17 cases (76%).

4. The weakest step of the methodology is the selec-
tion step, not the fitting step. If we compare the
best-fitted model generated by using COLORES
and the rmsd and the best-aligned model gener-
ated by using MAMMOTH (columns 9 and 11), 15
out of 17 cases are within a difference of rmsd of
1 Å to the best attainable model. Only when we
are forced to use LCCCt as the selection measure
(something that always has to be done in the ex-
perimental cases) do these results get worse.

As should be expected, the statistical behavior of
LCCCt is different for each deformation coefficient.
When LCCCt is plotted against the two first lambdas
(l1, l2) (Figure 2B), the surface of values presents
Figure 2. Details of the SVD Spectra

(A) Singular value spectrum for the CDV ma-

trix of all of the simulated cases. The thick

lines correspond to experiments with less

than 30 elements used for the SVD, and the

light ones correspond to experiments with

more than 30 elements.

(B–D) Variation of LCCCt with respect to the

deformation coefficients (l1, l2, l3) for a typi-

cal case. Flexible fitting of CATH domain

1cqmA0 in the simulated map at 8 Å of

domain 1gh8A0.
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Figure 3. Detailed Analysis of an Isolated Fold

Top: fitting at 8 Å of domain 1wdcB2 (regulatory domain of a myosin molecule for Aequipecten irradians), belonging to CATH superfamily

1.10.238.10 (EF-hand), into the simulated 3D-EM map of domain 1cll02 (domain #2 of calmodulin of Homo sapiens). The structure of 1cll02

used to generate the simulated map is shown in light gray, and the fitted structure of 1wdcB2 is shown in black.

(A) Rigid fitting.

(B) Flexible fitting.

(C) Best alignment of structures obtained by using MAMMOTH. Bottom: fitting at 8 Å of domain 1mqoA0 (b-lactamase II, chain A from Bacillus

cereus 569/h/9), belonging to CATH superfamily 3.60.15.10 (Metallo-b-lactamase, chain A), in the simulated 3D-EM map of domain 1e5dB2

(Rubredoxin oxygen:oxidoreductase N-terminal domain like, from Desulfovibrio gigas). 1e5dB2 is shown in light gray, and 1mqoA0 is shown

in black.

(D) Rigid fitting.

(E) Flexible fitting.

(F) Best alignment of structures obtained by using MAMMOTH.
well-defined valleys and peaks, suggesting that optimi-
zation procedures could have been used in the search
for (l1, l2). But when the third lambda (l3) is introduced
(Figures 2C and 2D), it becomes clear that its influence
on LCCCt tends to be much less specific, and there
may be different solutions with a similar LCCCt.

A Detailed Analysis of Two Representative Cases
An example of a full single domain experiment is shown
in Figures 3A–3C. Domain 1wdcB2 was forced to fit into
the map generated by 1cll02, both of them belonging to
superfamily 1.10.238.10 of type all a. Twenty members
of the superfamily (1wdcB2, 5tnc02, 4tnc02, 4cln02,
4cln01, 3cln02, 3cln01, 2tn400, 2bbnA1, 2bbmA2,
2bbmA1, 1vrkA1, 1top02, 1tnq00, 1tn400, 1tcoB0,
1tcf00, 1qiwB1, 1qiwA1, and 1cll02), all of them having
values of the MAMMOTH score 2ln(E) higher than 5,
were used to build and decompose the CDV matrix.
The singular values were: 142.214, 38.756, 29.148,
19.854, 17.028, 14.536, 11.909, 8.815, 8.210, 7.256,
6.473, 5.080, 4.164, 3.513, 3.198, 2.459, 1.979, 1.490,
and 1.424, and the first three values contained 86% of
the variational information. Flexible fitting, with coeffi-
cients l1 = 0.199, l2 = 20.299, and l3 = 0.046, leads to
a deformation of 1wdcB2 that makes it more similar to
1cll02. The LCCCt between the fitted domain generated
with COLORES and the target domain changes from
0.35 to 0.41, and the rmsd (computed for the backbone
atoms of the core) drops from 4.99 to 4.35 Å. If the best
model were selected, an rmsd of 4.28 Å could have been
achieved. The best possible alignment of the atomic co-
ordinates, obtained with MAMMOTH, has an rmsd of
3.40 Å. In this simple case, it is easy to appreciate that
the a helixes corresponding to the deformed/fitted
structure of 1wdcB2 (Figure 3B) are indeed half way be-
tween the rigid fitting position (Figure 3A) and the posi-
tion of the a helixes in the best MAMMOTH alignment
(Figure 3C).

The results from another experiment with 1mqoA0,
belonging to superfamily 3.60.15.10 (mixed ab class),
are depicted in Figures 3D–3F. The initial structure of
1mqoA0 is deformed to better fit into the map of
1e5dB2 at 8 Å. In this case, the variational information
came from 55 structures of superfamily 3.60.15.10, and
the three first singular values contained 64% of the
structural variability. The LCCCt value increases from
0.45 to 0.46, and the rmsd for the core backbone atoms
decreases from 4.89 to 4.62 Å. The flexible fitting has
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Figure 4. Detailed Analysis of the EF-G

Fitting

Rigid and flexible fitting of EF-G from Ther-

mus thermophilus in the 3D-EM map at 11.8

Å of EF-G bound to the ribosome (E. coli).

(A) Rigid body fitting of the entire protein into

the map. This was used as the starting point

for the flexible fitting.

(B) Rigid fitting of each of the five protein do-

mains into the map.

(C) Flexible fitting of each of the domains.

(D) Final result after energy minimization of

the structure in (C).
indeed selected a model for 1mqoA0 in the direction of
1e5dB2, although the best-fitted model has an rmsd of
3.97 Å and is not detected by LCCCt. The complexity
of the fold makes the direct visualization of this defor-
mation in Figure 3 more difficult than in the previous
example.

Application Part
Flexible Fitting of Elongation Factor G

from Thermus thermophilus
A realistic example of how the method can be applied to
multidomain maps is now presented and corresponds
to the fitting of unbound elongation factor G (EF-G)
from Thermus thermophilus (Laurberg et al., 2000)
(PDB entry 1FNM) into the experimental 3D-EM map of
EF-G bound to the E. coli ribosome at 11.8 Å (Valle
et al., 2003).

In order to properly analyze the relative merits of the
flexible fitting, a series of automatic rigid body fittings
will first be explored. The rigid body fitting (Figure 4A)
of the entire protein into the map reveals that whole do-
main rearrangements exist, and this is especially clear
for domains A3, A4, and A5. The next step is a segmen-
tation of the experimental map into domains such that
each one could be treated separately. The intrinsic diffi-
culties of this domain segmentation task, which are con-
sequences of the medium resolution of 3D-EM data, are
acknowledged, although previous experience on partial
fittings (Volkmann and Hanein, 1999) indicates that this
segmentation can indeed be achieved in many cases.
A rigid body fitting of the individual domains within these
segmented regions was performed (Figure 4B), and the
quality of the fittings was measured by using the LCCCt

for each domain region (Table 2). Visual observation re-
veals that almost all of the density present in the map is
accounted for. The results after the flexible fitting are
shown in Table 2 and Figures 4C and 4D. An improve-
ment of the LCCCt value was achieved for all of the do-
mains except A4, in which LCCCt decreases from 0.53 to
0.52. The improvement in LCCCt with respect to the rigid
fitting results is also maintained after the final energy
minimization step. According to these results, domains
A1 and A2 are the most deformed ones; changes that in-
crease the LCCCt from 0.35 to 0.41 and from 0.48 to 0.53,
respectively, can be seen. For domain A3, the selected
structure is the rigid one after the energy minimization
step. A small improvement or none at all was expected
in this case due to the lack of structures in the superfam-
ily. Indeed, apart from itself, only one other domain was
available, 1ELO03. PDB entry 1ELO contains the same
structure of EF-G without bound nucleotide (Evarsson
et al., 1994). Having two structures, only one l could
be obtained in the SVD. Domain A4 only seems to
need a rigid displacement to explain its change, as the
best flexible fitting is slightly worse than the rigid one.
Domain A5 is also improved in the LCCCt, although there
still remains some empty density in the top part of the
map corresponding to this domain (Figures 4C and
4D). In work by Tama et al. (2004), this density is also
left empty, and the positions for the other domains are
essentially the same. Both numerical and visual results
suggest that a rearrangement of domains is the main
cause of flexibility in the molecule; small intradomain
changes, captured by the flexible fitting performed on
each domain, can be seen.

We have also compared our results with the expert
manual-isolated domain rigid fitting of Valle et al.
(2003), stored in PDB entry 1PN6. Additional chemical
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information from the described interactions of EF-G
amino acids with ribosomal RNA (Wilson and Noller,
1998) was used to place the domains in that work. The
results are presented in Figure 5, Table 2, and Table 3.
Two features are clear from the comparison:

1. The flexible fitting did not introduce (could not
introduce) some of the large rearrangements pro-
posed in the expert model. This is reflected in the
high rmsds (Table 2) between the position of do-
mains A2 and A5, simply because of the manually
introduced rearrangement, as opposed to the low
rmsds for the other domains (domains A1 and A4).
The rmsd for domain A3 is a special value, as the
differences mainly account for the different
location of the connecting loop between domains
A2 and A3, as the domain shape has only minimal
modifications.

2. In spite of its limitations, the flexible fitting indeed
suggested positions for the amino acids implied in
the interaction with the rRNA, which placed them,
in many cases, very close to the ribosome, at sim-
ilar distances to those of the manual approach.
This latter case can be observed in Table 3, where

Figure 5. Comparison of EF-G Fittings

Comparison of flexible fitting of EF-G (black) from Thermus thermo-

philus in the 3D-EM map at 11.8 Å of EF-G bound to the E. coli ribo-

some with the manual rigid fitting given by 1PN6 (light gray). In both

cases, the Ca trace of the chain is given. The Cas represented as

spheres belong to the amino acids that interact with the 30S and

50S subunits of the ribosome.
we show the distances between the Ca of each
amino acid implied in an interaction with the
rRNA and the phosphorus atom of the nearest nu-
cleotide to this amino acid. We are aware that this
P-Ca distance is not the distance between the
atoms that actually interact, but it is certainly re-
lated to it and it is the single distance that can
be computed from the information contained in
1PN6. The differences between the flexible and
expert fittings in the P-Ca distance for domains
A2 and A4 are small (w1 Å, Table 3) compared
to the rmsd between the structures (Table 2), indi-
cating that the position of the interacting amino
acids is essentially maintained, in spite of rear-
rangements proposed for other parts of the do-
main. The differences in the P-Ca distances be-
come important for domain A5 (w4 Å, Table 3),
which is also the most changed with respect to
the manual fitting. The origin of this large discrep-
ancy is very clear: in the expert fitting, the position
of A5 presents an important rotation with respect
to its location, as suggested by any of the auto-
matic fitting procedures (Figure 4, arrow). This ro-
tation proposed by the expert fitting seems to
place the amino acids implied in the interaction
with the 23S rRNA (Wilson and Noller, 1998) of
the 50S subunit much farther from the ribosome
than the automatic fitting, as this change dimin-
ishes the P-Ca distance (Figure 4; Table 3).

Table 3. Comparison of Distances to the Ribosomal RNA for the

Interacting Amino Acids between the Flexible Fitting Proposed

and the Manual Fitting Performed by Valle et al. (2003)

Atom of the Ribosome

(Atom/Nucleotide/

Number/Subunit)

Atom of EF-G

(Atom/Amino

Acid Number/

Domain)

Distance

(e.m.) Å

Distance

(1pn6) Å

P/U/37/30S Ca/291/A2 28.2 27.8

P/G/38/30S Ca/304/A2 33.7 35.5

P/U/955/30S Ca/496/A4 16.3 16.1

P/A/1912/50S Ca/496/A4 19.2 20.9

P/A/959/30S Ca/528/A4 13.7 12.6

P/U/955/30S Ca/572/A4 12.0 11.7

P/A/1912/50S Ca/572/A4 25.6 25.6

P/G/1068/50S Ca/637/A5 20.0 23.6

P/A/1067/50S Ca/642/A5 17.1 20.4

The atoms of EF-G are the a carbons of the interacting amino acids.

The number and domain for each amino acid are given. The atoms

of the ribosome are the phosphorus of the nucleotide nearest the

interacting amino acids; the number follows the numeration given

in entries of PDB 1P6G and 1P85. 1P6G and 1P85 contain models

for the 30S and 50S subunits of the ribosome, respectively.
Table 2. LCCCt for the Fitting of EF-G from Thermus thermophilus in the Map, at 11.8 Å, of EF-G from E. coli

Domain LCCCt (r.f.d.) LCCCt (f.f.d.) LCCCt (e.m.) #Str l1 l2 l3 Rmsd Å

1fnmA1 0.35 0.41 0.41 9 0.493 0.322 20.110 4.21

1fnmA2 0.48 0.53 0.52 39 20.044 20.183 0.126 6.64

1fnmA3 0.42 0.44 0.47 2 0.0 — — 2.89

1fnmA4 0.53 0.52 0.50 6 0.306 0.144 20.038 1.79

1fnmA5 0.39 0.43 0.42 4 20.674 0.683 0.147 11.85

LCCCt (r.f.d.), LCCCt for the rigid fitting; LCCCt (f.f.d.), LCCCt for the flexible fitting; LCCCt (e.m.), LCCCt after the energy minimization; #Str,

number of structures used for the flexible fitting; l1, l2, l3, values of the coefficients for the structure with the best fitting; Rmsd, rmsd of the

Ca atoms between flexible fitting and expert fitting performed by Valle et al. (2003).
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Discussion

In this paper, we propose a new, to our knowledge,
method for performing flexible fitting in 3D-EM maps
composed of three basic steps: model generation,
model fitting, and model selection.

For model generation, we use the rationale that the
collection of information about the structure of domains
from the same superfamily can be used to characterize
the structural variability of a domain (Qian et al., 2004)
from an evolutionary point of view. This structural vari-
ability is analyzed by SVD of the matrix coding for
the within-superfamily variability, keeping only the three
first singular values. We have found, in accordance with
Qian et al. (2004), that they contain at least 50% of the
structural variability for the superfamilies tested. We
deform the reference domain with an articulated model
that moves the SSEs as rigid bodies, as suggested by
the deformation coefficients, and closes the open loops
with the CCD algorithm (Canutescu and Dunbrack,
2003). By treating the SSEs as rigid bodies, we guarantee
that bond lengths and torsion angles are correct, but the
ability to deal with internal deformations in the SSEs
is lost. Clearly, the proposed method falls between the
extreme positions of maintaining entire domains as rigid
bodies and of distorting interatomic distances/angles.
Thus, this method is not suitable for proteins in
which the global rearrangements also produce SSE
distortions. A final step of energy minimization with Re-
fmac (Murshudov et al., 1999) is added to solve minor
incoherencies. This technique was able to produce
models that were better aligned to the target domain
than the rigid models in 94% of the cases in our simulated
experiments.

One of the characteristics of this model-generation
step is that the interpretation of the limits for the defor-
mation coefficients is clearly defined. If they are main-
tained within the limits given by the SVD, then we are
interpolating in the variational space analyzed for the su-
perfamily elements, and we are interpolating in a space
that has actually been observed in nature. If the limits are
exceeded, then extrapolation is performed, and, con-
ceptually, the variational trends detected by SVD are
explored further. This clear distinction is, for example,
not available in NMA, in which the range for each
mode coefficient is unknown.

The fitting step was successful in 100% of the cases,
as it always produced a fitted model with a lower rmsd
than the rigid one. Finally, after the selection step, the
flexible fitting corrected the position or improved the
rmsd of the rigid body fitting in 76% of the cases. The
comparison of the selected models with the best possi-
ble attainable ones via fitting showed that the crosscor-
relation measure (LCCCt) used for selection is the weak-
est part of all procedures and, consequently, indicates
the direction in which further research should be con-
ducted. LCCCt shows greater dependence on the first
and second deformation coefficients (l1, l2, l3) than
the third one, as expected. It is not well behaved in the
sense that it is not able to perfectly distinguish the
changes proposed by l3, which are of lower magnitude
than those proposed by l1 and l2, and, consequently, it
is possible to obtain various solutions with similar LCCCt

values. Based on this fact, there is an additional problem
with developing a search algorithm for the selection step
that is not encountered in the exhaustive search ap-
proach used in this work.

As it is pointed out in the Introduction, the method re-
quires a sufficiently rich description of the structural var-
iability in a superfamily. Indeed, the examples show that
it has worked the best with the cases of fitting into sim-
ulated domain maps with plenty of variational informa-
tion coming from well-populated superfamilies. It has
also coped well with the complex multidomain situation
typical of experimental conditions. In both single do-
main and multidomain cases, the LCCCt has improved,
and in the simulated cases, in which atomic coordinates
are available, this improvement has been shown to lead
to structures closer to the target ones, as measured by
the rmsd. In the experiments with little variational infor-
mation, as in the case of domains A3 and A4 of the EF-G
fitting, no change in the initial structure happened, as
was expected. Poor results should also be expected if
the variational information is not adequately covered
by the first three singular values, or if the initial structure
to deform is not similar enough to the actual one present
in the map.

Finally, the experimental case of the fitting of EF-G
bound to the ribosome has shown that the flexible fitting
satisfied constraints not explicitly used in the method,
such as knowledge on the specific amino acids involved
in the interaction between the ribosome and EF-G very
well. These results are promising in that the proposed
method seems to be rich enough to suggest conforma-
tions that could be later used in further expert analysis.
It should also be mentioned that the visual comparison
with the results of Tama et al. (2004) apparently showed
similar positions for all of the domains. Some discrep-
ancy between the manual expert fitting and the flexible
fitting were observed for domain A5, and although the
expert one seems to account better for the empty den-
sity in the map, lower P-Ca distances have been found
for the interacting amino acids.

Typical computational times in our computers (IBM
Intellistation A Pro with 2 AMD Opteron 64 bits pro-
cessors at 2200 MHz and Silicon Graphics Altix
3700BX2 with 24 Itanium2 processors at 1600 MHz)
are in the range of 2–3 hr to generate the deformed
structures and 6–8 hr to perform all of the fittings with
COLORES in its parallel version with four processors.
Note that the computational complexity grows expo-
nentially with the number of singular values consid-
ered, making it impractical to use more than three
singular values for most common applications. All
our programs will be made freely available on the
group web page.

This is certainly not the only method for flexible fitting,
and we refer the reader to reviews such as those by
Fabiola and Chapman (2005) and Topf and Sali (2005).
Indeed, it may well be the case that a combination of
methods may lead to better results than any one of
them separately. Along this line, it is interesting to note
that for cases in which insufficient superfamily informa-
tion is available, other methods could complement this
one. Alternatively, with well-populated superfamilies,
the approach proposed here may provide further insight
into, for instance, the understanding of the normal
modes of a particular structure.
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Figure 6. Structural and Sequence Align-

ments of Members of a Superfamily

(Top) Structural alignment obtained with

MAMMOTH of ten members of the CATH

superfamily 1.10.238.10 (EF-hand). Left: only

Cas are shown as the output of MAMMOTH.

Right: simplified ribbon representation with

all backbone atoms.

(Bottom) Sequence alignment of the same

members, based on the structural alignment

given in (A). The amino acids belonging to

the core of the alignment have a gray back-

ground.
Experimental Procedures

Deformed Model Generation

In order to generate deformed models of a domain, taking into ac-

count evolutionary information coming from the elements of its su-

perfamily, we must first find a way to capture and encode this infor-

mation. The methodology used to capture the principal components

of the conformational variability among the superfamily members is

essentially the one used in Qian et al. (2004) for homology modeling,

with some modifications. The domain to fit in the 3D-EM map is cho-

sen as the reference structure, and the domains of the same super-

family according to CATH (Orengo et al., 2003) are structurally

aligned to it by using MAMMOTH (Ortiz et al., 2002). Those domains

with a statistical score 2ln(E) higher than 5, given by MAMMOTH, are

selected and compose the final structural alignment. An example of

a structural alignment for ten elements of superfamily 1.10.238.10

(EF-hand) is depicted in Figure 6A. Those amino acids of the refer-

ence domain that are aligned for all of the structures (i.e., the region

with no gaps in Figure 6B) compose the core of the alignment. The

variability in the position of each amino acid of the core is encoded

by the coordinate displacement vectors (cdvs) of its backbone

atoms (Ca, O, N, and C). Given two atoms, i and j, belonging to

aligned amino acids in two structures, the coordinate displacement

vector cdvi is defined as the difference between the coordinates of

j and i:

cdvi = ðxj 2 xi; yj 2 yi ; zj 2 ziÞ: (1)

Here, atom i always belongs to the reference domain, and there

are four cdvs for each amino acid of the core, one per backbone

atom. The cdvs are computed for amino acids of the core because

only in this region is the variational information complete, and it

can be decomposed by using SVD. With all of the cdvs calculated

for a structure aligned with the reference domain, a CDV matrix is

built. If n protein domains are used to describe the structural vari-

ability, n 2 1 CDV matrices are obtained. Each CDV matrix is com-
posed of m = 4 3 p cdvs, where p is the number of aligned amino

acids in the core region and m is the number of backbone atoms

in that core. If the cdvs are disposed in rows (simply taking its ele-

ments one after another), a CDV matrix can be considered as a vector

of length 3m. The CDV vectors are grouped as the columns of a

CDV matrix that contains the variational information for the aligned

domains.

CDV =

2
666666666666666666664

cdv1xCa
cdv2xCa

/ cdvn 2 1xCa

cdv1yCa
cdv2yCa

/ cdvn 2 1yCa

cdv1zCa
cdv2zCa

/ cdvn 2 1zCa

cdv1xN cdv2xN / cdvn 2 1xN

cdv1yN cdv2yN / cdvn 2 1yN

cdv1zN cdv2zN / cdvn 2 1zN

cdv1xO cdv2xO / cdvn 2 1xO

cdv1yO cdv2yO / cdvn 2 1yO

cdv1zO cdv2zO / cdvn 2 1zO

cdv1xC cdv2xC / cdvn 2 1xC

cdv1yC cdv2yC / cdvn 2 1yC

cdv1zC cdv2zC / cdvn 2 1zC

. . / .

3
777777777777777777775

: (2)

This matrix is decomposed with the SVD algorithm (Press et al.,

1988) to obtain:

CDV = U 3 L 3 VT; (3)

where, U is the 3m 3 n 2 1 matrix containing an orthogonal basis for

the multidimensional space defined by the CDV matrices, L is the

n 2 1 3 n 2 1 diagonal matrix containing n singular values of the de-

composition, and V is the n 2 1 3 n 2 1 matrix containing an orthog-

onal basis for the space of the rows of the CDV matrix.

The columns of U corresponding with the highest singular values

of L are the vectors of the new basis that best explain the structural

variation among the aligned domains. Usually, the three highest sin-

gular values contain between 65% and 90% of the variational infor-

mation (Qian et al., 2004), and they will be used in this work to
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explore their conformational space, by deforming the coordinates of

each atom of the core:

x0 = x + l1L11Ui1 + l2L22Ui2 + l3L33Ui3

y0 = y + l1L11Uj1 + l2L22Uj2 + l3L33Uj3

z0 = z + l1L11Uk1 + l2L22Uk2 + l3L33Uk3;
(4)

where l1, l2, and l3 are the deformation coefficients; L11, L22, and L33

are the three highest singular values; and Ulm is the corresponding

elements of U for each core atom. The consecutive indices i, j, and

k denote the x, y, and z coordinates of each atom.

The range of variation for l1, l2, and l3 is provided by the corre-

sponding rows of VT (VT
1, VT

2, and VT
3). If each lr is kept within the

limits given by the minimum and maximum values of the corre-

sponding row r of VT, then we interpolate in the variational space de-

scribed by the aligned superfamily elements, and it is guaranteed

that no model will be generated outside this space. If the limits are

exceeded, then extrapolation is performed, and this amounts to fur-

ther exploration of the direction suggested by the eigenvector of the

SVD. By default, the method only performs an interpolation, and

extrapolation is only available with manual interaction. In our exper-

iments, the automatic search mode explores all possible deforma-

tions generated by l1, l2, and l3, taking seven equally spaced values

in each direction within the interval [min(VT
r),max(VT

r)].

However, the deformed structures obtained after applying Equa-

tion 4 are not, in general, stereochemically correct, because of the

distorted bond lengths/angles. To partially correct for this effect,

we consider that the structure of the protein to be deformed follows

an articulated model formed by rigid secondary structure elements

(SSEs) and the loops interconnecting them. Given the coordinates

produced by Equation 4 for each core atom, we build a set of pro-

posed coordinates for every individual SSE. Each SSE in the domain

is rotated and translated to the position where the error between the

actual final coordinates (x0 0, y0 0, z0 0) and proposed coordinates (x0, y0,

z0) is minimal (Kearsley, 1989):

Error =
Xc

i = 1

��
x00i 2 x

0

i

�2
+
�
y00i 2 y

0

i

�2
+
�
z00i 2 z

0

i

�2
�
; (5)

with c being the number of atoms belonging to the core in the partic-

ular SSE examined. Displacing the SSEs as rigid bodies guarantees

that bond lengths and torsion angles are correct, but the ability to

deal with internal deformations in the SSEs is lost. The rationale of

this approach is that the main source of variation within each super-

family is the relative displacements among the SSEs, more than the

individual deformations inside them. The relative movement of the

SSEs causes the loops connecting them open (Figure 7). To close

the open loops, the cyclic coordinate descent (CCD) algorithm (Can-

utescu and Dunbrack, 2003) is applied. CCD closes the open loops

in a cyclical way, taking into account restrictions in the values of the

torsion angles q and 4. Here, 1000 cycles are used.

A final step of energy minimization employing the program Re-

fmac (Murshudov et al., 1999) in the idealized mode of refinement

with a maximum of 30 cycles is added to solve minor incoherencies

or to reconnect loops not properly closed with CCD.

The combination of the techniques described above, SVD of the

CDV matrix, rigid movement of the SSEs, loop closure with CCD,

and energy minimization, allows stereochemically correct models

that follow the variability found in the superfamily to be obtained.

Model Fitting

The step of fitting the deformed models into the 3D-EM map is per-

formed with the program COLORES (Chacon and Wriggers, 2002),

with the Laplacian correlation and the Powell optimization options

activated. The best fitting according to COLORES for each case,

with a normalized value of the correlation coefficient of 1, is taken.

Model Selection

In this step, the best-deformed fitted model is selected, comparing

the fittings of COLORES. We have found that for each running of

COLORES, the value reported for the correlation coefficient upon fit-

ting is always normalized to 1. Therefore, we could not use this out-

put directly to rank all 7 3 7 3 7 different fittings performed. As a way

to solve this problem, we developed our own comparative measure

based on a local crosscorrelation approach (Rossmann, 2000) and
the Laplacian filtering used by COLORES (Chacon and Wriggers,

2002). A local crosscorrelation coefficient (LCCC) with different

weights (wdens, wlapl) for the standard LCCC, LCCCdens, and the Lap-

lacian LCCC, LCCClapl, has been used for this ranking:

LCCCt = wdensLCCCdens + wlaplLCCClapl : (6)

The standard LCCCs are computed as follows:

LCCCdens =

�P
x˛B

ðdðxÞ2 dÞðmðxÞ2 mÞ
�

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi� P
x˛B

ðdðxÞ2 dÞ2
�� P

x˛B

ðmðxÞ2 mÞ2
�s ; (7)

where B = {x 3 Z3jd (x) > dT} is the set of voxels describing the region

of the domain map that contains 100% of the estimated electron

density of the domain to fit. dT is the threshold applied to restrict

the computation of LCCCdens to the region of interest, and d and

m are the mean values of d(x) (domain map) and m(x) (experimental

map), respectively, within B. LCCCdens can vary from 21 to 1 (perfect

fitting).

LCCClapl is computed after applying the Laplacian filter to both the

experimental and domain maps. The inverted versions (computed

by multiplying by 21) of the filtered experimental and domain

maps are denoted as m0 and d0, respectively, and LCCClapl is com-

puted in the region L, where d0 is higher than 0 (L = {x 3 Z3jd0(x) > 0}):

LCCClapl =

�P
x˛L

ðd0ðxÞ2 d0Þðm0ðxÞ2 m0Þ
�

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi� P
x˛L

ðd0ðxÞ2 d

s
0Þ2
��P

x˛L

ðm0ðxÞ2 m0Þ2
�: (8)

We empirically found that the filtered and inverted versions of the

maps tend to enhance the voxels in which SSEs are located, espe-

cially the a helices, and LCCClapl is therefore a good measure of

the correspondence between their positions. After exploring differ-

ent combinations, the values of wdens = 0.3 and wlapl = 0.7 were em-

pirically selected for the weights to apply, with the purpose of select-

ing models with correspondence in the SSE positions, captured by

LCCClapl, as well as density value correspondence, captured by

LCCCdens.

Final Energy Minimization in Multidomain Experiments

In most experimental cases, the structure to be fitted will consist of

multiple domains, and, consequently, the approach proposed must

be applied to each domain separately, as protein superfamily data-

bases are defined in terms of domains. To solve the occurrence of

structure discontinuities that may arise in the multidomain ap-

proach, an additional step of energy minimization with Refmac (Mur-

shudov et al., 1999) can also be used, which reconnects all of the

Figure 7. A Fold in the Process of Flexible Fitting

Domain 1wdcB2 (belonging to CATH superfamily 1.10.238.10), after

the rigid translation and rotation of the SSEs, and before loop clos-

ing. Three open loops are shown; the distances between the ends

are expressed in Å. Each SSE and loop appears in different levels

of gray for a clear identification.
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domains. For all of the cases exposed in this paper, 30 cycles of ide-

alized refinement were applied.
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